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Part II: Yogic Lessons from Dogs 
Downward Facing Dog Pose   
Brahmacharya: Protection of our 
Resources, Self-Care 
In extensive research of traditional yoga 
texts, renowned yoga sage Richard Rosen 
found of 169 yoga poses, 37 % are named 
after animals. Yogis obviously used their 
fellow “creatures of the earth” to learn and 
teach life lessons. Dogs are represented in 
two of the most ubiquitious asanas: Upward-
Facing Dog (Urdhva Mukha Svanasana) and 

Downward-Facing Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana).  

The Story 

Ancient yogis’ name for dog is “Svan” and like today, dogs were considered not just loyal 
side-kicks but also a source of protection. Last week’s story (Upward-Facing Dog) 
centered around the trait of loyalty as the dog in the Mahabarata (cerce 600 BCE) is 
rewarded with for his dedication to duty (Dharma) by Indra, Heaven’s ruler. This week’s 
story comes from a source much older, the Rig Veda, (cerce 1200 BCE) but it also stars 
Indra and her own loyal dog, Sarama.  

Sarama is considered the mother of all dogs and as such is the epitome of all the 
qualities dogs represent. She had a super protective instinct and keen sense of detection 
(think drug detecting dogs in the airport). Early yogis valued their own dogs for these 
same qualities. As they were closely tied to their animals, especially cows, their dogs’ 
sense of loyalty and protection was especially important. When an incident of theft 
occurred in which the cows of a Vedic sage were stolen and the local dogs couldn’t solve 
the crime, Indra sent her own, Sarama to help.  

Sarama withstood all kinds of difficulties and dissuasions in her efforts to find the cows 
which had been stolen by an evil enemy tribe. She was threatened, tricked and bribed 
but  stayed vigilant to the task until she found them hidden in a remote mountain cave. 

What lesson did she teach us? Yes, loyalty and dedication.…but also, I like to link this 
with Brahmacharya, one of the Yama’s mentioned in the Yoga Sutras. Although some 
link this Yama with restraint or even celibacy, I like to think of it as protection of our 
“Brahma-nature”, our inner essential nature. Brahman is considered the eternal, 
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infinite, spiritual core of the universe of finiteness and change. You can think of it as 
“spirit”. As Erich Schiffmann says, “We are each a unique and specific expression of 
this.” And this, I believe, is what is meant by Brahma-nature. (I know there are many 
interpretations of this term). I believe Brahmacharya advises us to move through our 
day with awareness of what can “steal” away energy from our essential nature. As we live 
without giving way to excesses (like the temptations put before Sarama), we protect this 
vital energy. We live in conduct consistent with protection of our resources and with 
respect for our essential nature. Think about this as you move through your day. When 
are you allowing your energy to be stolen (like the cows)? Can you use your own powers 
of detection (mindfulness, self-study) to protect that energy? How can be bring this 
attitude towards our asana practice? Read on…. 

Asana 
Downward Facing Dog Pose: Adho Mukha Svanasana  
AH-doh MOO-kah shvah-NAHS-anna  
ahdo = downward mukha = facing shvana=dog 

 
If you’ve watched your own dogs move through their morning routine, you’ve seen both 
Upward-Facing Dog Pose and Downward-Facing Dog Pose. Usually, one follows the 
other just as it does in many of our yoga sequences. Biomechanically what is happening 
is a deep stretch of the back body (extensors) followed by a lengthening stretch of the 
front body (flexors).  The series moves the spine completely through the Sagital plane 
which feels both exhilarating but also grounding. Upward-Facing Dog lifts the heart and 
gaze skyward in a gesture of devotion, while Downward-Facing Dog guides the gaze 
towards the earth and connection to self. The balance of these two poses feels like a 
combined full body stretch and strengthening and a balance between root to rise. No 
wonder it’s so popular in asana sequencing. This week, we focus on the Downward-
Facing half of this equation. (by the way, this pic is a drawing I did of my teacher, Erich 
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Schiffmann in this asana. Let’s bring to our practice of Downward-Facing Dog, the 
qualities of protecting and honoring our own resources. 

How to do the Asana: 

First, remember this is a quadruped pose (just like it’s name implies). This means, both 
legs and arms, feet and hands, are super important. See cautions for ways to protect 
both feet, ankles, wrists and hands. 

Let’s begin in cat pose (marjaryasana), with hands under shoulders (or slightly forward) 
and knees under the hips. You can protect both knees and wrists by putting a pad or 
blanket under them. 

Step 1 Hands: Feel as if you are spreading your hands outward slightly. The wrist 
wrinkle can be parallel to the front of the mat or turned out slightly. This will encourage 
external rotation of the shoulders and open (stretch) the front chest and help flatten the 
thoracic curve a bit. Feel a slight arch at the wrist (don’t collapse into the wrist but 
rather feel a lift…this will protect you from carpel tunnel syndrome). If this position 
hurts your hand, you can increase the angle at the wrist by walking the hands even more 
forward of your shoulders or putting a wedge under your wrist. Caution: do not let the 
wrist wrinkle get smaller than 90 degrees). 

Step 2 Spine: KEY to this pose is the anteversion of the pelvic girdle. From cat pose, tip 
your pelvic girdle forward. You’ll feel like a dog, that you are wagging your tail upward. 
PROTECT this forward rotation throughout the sequence here to keep the spine long 
and in it’s natural curves.  

Step 3 Half Dog: Begin to walk the hands forward but PROTECT the actions you created 
in Step 1 and 2. You have now created more length (distance) between your hands and 
knees. Enjoy the lengthening of the spine here.  

Step 4 Heavy-Handed Down Dog: When you feel ready, tuck your toes, lift your knees, 
shift your weight forward a bit. You’ll feel like you’ve shifted the weight towards your 
hands so it’s not all in the back body. Once you feel ready… 

Step 5 Down Dog: Feel as if you are pushing  your hands forward so your hips go 
backward (root to rise). Keep your knees bent and your heels up as you make sure 
you’ve kept anteversion of the pelvic girdle and neutral spine. When you have 
established these important movements, begin to stretch open the back of your knees 
and feel as if you are stretching your heels towards the back of your mat (not down). 
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Caution!!! PROTECT  your feet by NOT trying to push down through the heels. This 
forceful action can do a lot of damage to your natural arches in your feet (trust me on 
this one, I have had personal experience with this injury). 

Key actions: 

Continue to feel the root to rise by isometrically feeling as if you are pushing your hands 
forward…this send the hips higher. This will also PROTECT the shoulders by drawing 
weight off the arms & shoulders and into the legs. 

Broaden the shoulders by feeling as if you are also isometrically pushing your thumbs 
towards each other. 

Allow your spine to extend and stretch throughout the back body but let the neck relax.  

Activate the bandhas to keep the integrity of the inner axis and PROTECT the energy 
from “blooping out”. 

Increase the back body stretch by contracting the quadriceps and lifting the low belly 
slightly (udiyana bandha).  

Take top of thighs & inner groins back & away from each other (internal rotation of 
legs).  

Lift the buttock bones until sacrum & pubic bone are perpendicular to  
thighs.  

Open & extend chest 

Open armpits fully (external rotation of upper arms)  
 
Notes: 
Dog Pose has two lines of energy radiating outward from your center. The center of this 
pose, as always, is your pelvis. Hips will be in dog tilt. The first line of energy moves 
down the legs and into the feet, the second line travels through your spine and arms into 
your hands on the floor. Make this pose dynamic by telescoping through these lines, 
establishing a “straightish” line down your spine & down your back legs. The idea in this 
pose is to form a triangular, pyramidal shape.  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Benefits: 

 
Stretches entire backside of the body, especially the arms, shoulders, hips, hamstrings, 
calves, and Achilles tendon. Strengthens hands, arms, and upper body, opens the chest, 
improves breathing. Overall body stretch, removes fatigue, and rejuvenates body. 
Lengthens spine, rejuvenates discs. As a gentle inversion, it increases circulation to 
brain.  

Modifications: 

This pose can be done with hands on a chair or against the wall or even on your back if 
there is pain felt bearing weight on the hands or shoulders or dizziness felt by taking the 
head below the heart. 

Release Valves: 

Energy can bloop out the low back in those who are more flexible in forward folds. 
Engaging the bandhas helps this. Energy can also bloop our the elbows or knees by 
“hyperextending” and locking into the joint. Maintaining a slight bend in either of these 
places helps (remember the shoulders are in external rotation so bend the elbows and 
begin to straighten towards external rotation). Legs are in internal rotation….feel like 
you are taking your inner knees towards the ceiling but also outward a bit (inner knee to 
outer knee). 

 

•
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